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Task-Aware, Legible and Socially Cooperative Robot Navigation

R. Louwers, C.A. Lopez Martinez, M.J.G. van de Molengraft and M. de Geus

Abstract—In recent years there has been a growing need for
robotic solutions in our daily life situations. This brings new
challenges in how robots should adapt their behaviour when
sharing the environment with humans. It is desirable that robots
clearly signal their intent such that humans can anticipate their
behaviour. In addition, if the robot is able to display and signal
assertiveness, situations where the robot takes priority instead of
always giving priority become possible. Current methods often
focus on either the motion planner and its performance, such
as minimising travel time or distance, or displaying human-
like behaviour through modelling this explicitly or learning from
demonstration. This thesis aims to create legible robot behaviour
through a combination of motion planning and human-robot
interaction. The main objective is to make the robot more
proactive in resolving navigational conflicts. To this end, more
consistent motion behaviour and manoeuvres at higher robot
velocities are developed with the aim of displaying assertive-
ness. Using the proposed motion planner, robot behaviour is
chosen task and situation-aware. The motion planner and robot
behaviour are demonstrated in simulations. Finally, virtual and
physical experiments are performed to test the implemented robot
behaviour and to verify the expected outcome.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing need of robotic
solutions in our daily life situations [1]. This brings new
challenges in how robots should adapt their behaviour when
sharing the environment with humans. Robots should be
able to clearly express their intention such that humans can
anticipate on their behaviour, and robots need to be able to
anticipate human behaviour so that the work flow of both
humans and robots will be less perturbed [2]–[4].

An example of a robot sharing the environment with humans
is the Robotic Pod Project (RoPod) [5], The Automated
Guided Vehicles developed in the RoPod project are designed
to perform logistic tasks in hospital environments, e.g. trans-
portation of goods or hospital beds. The project aims to
help nurses with logistic tasks so that they can spend more
time with patients, and to relieve them of the physical strain
involved in performing these logistical tasks. Another example
is project SPENCER [6], a socially aware service robot for
passenger guidance at airports. This robot assists, informs and
guides passengers at busy airports. While guiding it respects
human social behaviour and social interactions, by for example
not passing between two people facing each other. Similar
robots exist, for example an office-guide robot to guide visitors
to the correct rooms [7], [8].

As the amount of robotic solutions in our daily life in-
creases, the behaviour of these robots for sharing the en-
vironment needs to adapt accordingly. Classical navigation
algorithms, such as Timed Elastic Bands (TEB) [9], Optimal
Motion Generation Tools (OMG) [10], Dynamic Window
Approach (DWA) [11], potential fields or Rapidly-Exploring

Random Trees, are no longer usable as these will label all
paths as unsafe or not feasible in crowded environments,
causing the ‘freezing robot problem’. In literature it has
already been argued that this problem can be overcome by
having the robot anticipate human cooperation [4]. In less
crowded environments, anticipation of human movement and
human cooperation leads to more paths that better express the
robot’s intentions [3], [12], [13].

There are multiple ways of communication possible
between humans and robots. Visual aids can be used, where
for example lights can be used to indicate what the robot
is going to do or where it is going. People that come into
contact with the robot have to be informed about the meaning
of these visual aids to be able to understand what they
mean. Devices playing sound would be another possibility for
communication. However, the sound might get lost in ambient
noise, or become too disruptive when trying to drown out the
ambient noise. A third method of communication is through
movement.

In everyday life humans already communicate with each
other by (un)intentionally changing their motion behaviour,
e.g. adapting trajectories to each other to make room for
navigation. Robots that operate in public settings (e.g. offices,
airports, hospitals) such as the ones discussed before become
more effective when they are designed with human-readable
behaviour [14]. From state-of-the-art methods for legible robot
behaviour, it is clear that navigation is crucial and robot
predictability is important [15]. Motion planners that focus
on human robot interaction have already been investigated
and can be generalized to two categories, model-based [2],
[7], [16]–[18], or learning-based [12], [13], [19], [20]. In
the first method rules and parameters that humans adhere to
during social interactions are modelled and in the second, so-
called expert-behaviour is used to learn from demonstration.
These methods will be discussed in more detail in section II.
These motion planners are generally made for testing specific
human-robot interaction situations, focusing less on robot
performance.

A motion planner that focuses more on the robot perform-
ance and shows potential for sharing the environment with
humans is tube driving navigation [21]. This is a motion
planner that only corrects the robot when necessary, i.e.
preventing collisions. Also, this motion planner is able to
take the semantic meaning of the environment into account
to generate its control actions. Tube driving navigation in-
corporates geometric, kinematic and dynamic constraints and
is able to handle dynamic obstacles. Using the semantics of
the environment, it adheres to common traffic rules such as
driving on the right, and the motion planner avoids congestion



on intersections. As no constant control input is required, this
motion planner is also less sensitive to localization noise in
straight hallways.

However, as the main application of this motion planner is
for robots working in a hospital environment, the behaviour
that is shown by the robot should be intuitive to understand to
everyone that encounters the robot. In a hospital environment
the robot encounters different people, ranging from patients
and their visitors to hospital staff. These people have a
different level of acquaintance with the robot, as the staff
encounters the robot on a daily basis and patients or visitors
only encounter it occasionally. Next to this, situations can
arise where the robot needs to perform a task in a rush as
it is working in a hospital environment. Currently the motion
planner is not able to perform the manoeuvres needed to
performs these tasks in a rush or to successfully display its
intent to people. Considering the limitations of the tube driving
motion planner, the project goal is formulated.

A. Project Goal

Develop legible robot behaviour for a mobile robot working
in hospital environments. With the term legibility, it is meant
that a human is able to predict the robot’s intentions and
what the robot is going to do in future actions. The behaviour
should fulfill the expectations of humans interacting with the
robot [15], [22]–[24]. Specifically, the goal of the project is
for the robot to clearly express intent while taking corners
and overtaking obstacles, where the robot shows confident
and proactive behaviour in avoiding or resolving navigational
conflicts.

B. Requirements

To achieve the project goal, several requirements must be
met.

1) Avoid collisions. The robot behaviour must be socially
cooperative and herein safety is a very important aspect.
Collisions with people and the environment must thus be
avoided at all times.

2) Adhere to social norms. Because the robot operates in
hospital environments its behaviour must be natural and
must adhere to certain social norms.
• The velocity of the robot will be similar to the average

walking speed of humans, which is approximately
1.4− 1.5 m/s [25].

• The signalling distance at which the robot begins
an evasive manoeuvre needs to be similar to human
signalling distance, which is approximately 6.0 m [8].

3) Signal its intention. The robot must more clearly signal
what its intention is through its motion behaviour such
that people encountering the robot can anticipate on its
future movements.

C. Outline

Literature relevant to this thesis will be discussed (II),
changes to the motion planner are proposed (III), experiments

are performed (V), results are presented (VI), suggestions for
future work are done and conclusions are drawn (VII).

II. BACKGROUND

Extensive research has been done on the topic of motion
planning and human robot interaction. This chapter reviews
research valuable to the project goal and explains the short-
comings.

A. Human Robot Interaction

As the main application of this motion planner is for robots
working in a hospital environment, the behaviour that is shown
by the robot should be intuitive to everyone that encounters
the robot. Classical motion planners such as TEB, OMG and
DWA only focus on the performance of the robot, for example
trying to minimise travel time or distance of the robot. Other
motion planners, focusing on human-robot cooperation can
be generalized into two categories, model-based and learning-
based. Model-based approaches are commonly extensions of
collision avoidance algorithms in which additional parameters,
such as proxemics (the study of human use of space) or passing
distance, are taken into account for social interactions [2], [7],
[16]–[18]. These model-based approaches are computationally
efficient, but the exact rules and parameters humans adhere
to for social interactions are hard to model. Parameters often
have to be tuned individually as they differ per environment
and from person to person [26]. Learning-based approaches
aim to develop a policy that mimics human behaviour by
matching feature statistics, e.g. walking speed and distance
to obstacles. Often, Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) is
applied to learn a cost function from human demonstrations,
so-called expert behaviour [12], [13], [20]. In [19] social
norms, e.g. passing on the right, are used in combination with
deep reinforcement learning to create socially aware collision
avoidance. These social norms are used since it is reasoned
that features differ from person to person and are thus hard to
quantify. Features differing from person to person also lead to
concerns if these methods generalize well to different environ-
ments. Compared to model-based approaches, learning-based
approaches produce robot behaviour that resembles human
behaviour more closely [19]. However, the computational cost
is higher, especially when taking into account multiple agents,
as the trajectories of all nearby agents have to be evaluated
[12] and some information, such as the goal (e.g. destination)
of an agent, is unknown.

B. Project approach

The tube driving navigation is well-suited to use in com-
bination with human-robot cooperation approaches. As the
semantics of the environment are already used to adjust the
behaviour of the robot to specific situations, this can be ex-
tended to create situation-specific social behaviour. However,
the performance of the motion planner is limited in certain
situations. Especially taking corners at a higher velocity is
a challenge, as the current method does not correct quickly
enough in these situations. In this project, this issue will be
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addressed to allow the motion planner to navigate a robot
through corners at higher velocities, creating more consistent
paths while doing so. Furthermore, this project aims to imple-
ment behaviour on the robot that is more intuitive to people
by using parameters from human walking behaviour such as
signalling distance and driving speed.

III. MOTION CONTROL

This chapter discusses the tube driving navigation method
and explains the shortcomings. Modifications to the current
motion planner to solve the shortcomings are proposed. The
motion planner is then used to generate situational and task-
aware social robot behaviour.

A. Kinematic model

As already discussed shortly in section II, the current motion
planner is designed for a mobile robot transporting legacy carts
in a hospital environment and uses a tricycle model to model
the robot. To do this, a tricycle model is used (Figure 1), as
there is a rigid connection between the robot and cart [27]. The
fixed wheels represent the hospital cart and the front wheels
represent the mobile robot pulling the cart. Using this model,
the control actions translate directly into control actions for
the robot in which the velocity and steering angle determine
the motion of the robot, as in Equation 1.

Figure 1: Tricycle model representing a robot pulling a cart -
XI and Y I represent the inertial frame, XR and Y R the robot
frame, θ the orientation of the robot, dax the length between
the front and rear axle, δ the steering angle, vr the velocity
of the rear axle and vf the velocity of the front axle [21].

ẋrearaxẏrearax
θ̇

 = vf

cosδ cosθcosδ sinθ
1

dax
sinδ

 (1)

With ẋrearax and ẏrearax the velocity of the rear axle in
x and y direction with respect to the inertial frame, θ̇ the
rotational velocity around the rear axle, vf the velocity of the
robot, δ the angle of the robot, θ the orientation of the robot
and dax the distance between the front and rear axle. The

inputs of the model are the steering angle δ and the robot
velocity vf .

Next to using the semantics of the environment to adjust
the robot behaviour to specific situations, predictions are
used to meet safety requirements and adhere to traffic rules.
Using a finite-time horizon, the position of the robot over
time is predicted. In case a collision is detected in one of
the predictions, the forward velocity vf of the whole set of
predictions is scaled down and the process is run again to see if
the robot is able to successfully manoeuvre at a lower velocity.
These predictions are shown in Figure 2. The predictions run
with a sample time of 0.1 s and a new prediction set is started
at each sample period of the motion planner.
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Figure 2: Actual position of the robot versus the predicted
positions

One of the main shortcomings of the motion planner is
the performance while taking corners at higher velocities.
Disturbances are present, which mainly cause problems while
cornering. This is mainly caused by the open loop approach
of the software, which makes it unable to deal with these
disturbances in timely manner (Figure 2). While the motion
planner is able to correct the robot when going wide, it does
this late. Especially at higher velocities, it is not able to correct
enough anymore causing collisions with the wall or causing
the robot to manoeuvre around a corner slowly as the whole
set of predictions it uses during cornering is performed at a
lower velocity scale. This causes a large error between the real
and predicted behaviour of the robot, making the predictions
unusable. This is a problem that has to be addressed before
the motion planner can successfully be used to generate social,
task-aware behaviour.

Tube driving navigation only corrects when necessary. Feel-
ers are placed ahead of the robot. When these feelers are in
the inner tube default motion towards the goal is applied, but
when they enter the transition or correction zone, correction
steering is applied (Figure 3).

This method is also applied while taking a corner. It
starts when the rear axle of the robot is aligned with the
corner and again has a default steering angle and a correction
steering angle. The default steering angle, denoted by δ0,
rotates the robot around a corner during tube cornering. The
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Figure 3: Tube cruising - Steering is only applied when
necessary. The feelers are shown by the black crosses. If the
feelers fall in the transition or correction zone, β determines
the fraction of correction steering δc that is applied. Frame
XR, Y R is the robot frame and XT , Y T is the tube frame,
with XT parallel to the tube walls. How far ahead the feelers
are placed is determined by df and the tube width by dtube
[21].

default steering angle of the front wheel is perpendicular to ~r
(Figure 4) and is computed as in Equation 2.

Figure 4: Tube cornering in normal corners - This principle
aims to rotate the robot around corners while avoiding colli-
sions with walls at the same time [21].

δ0 =

arctan(−C.y,−C.x)− π

2
if CW rotation

arctan(−C.y,−C.x) +
π

2
if CCW rotation

(2)

With C the corner point in the robot frame
XR, Y R(Figure 4). The front wheel of the robot will
be perpendicular to ~r by default, resulting in a rotation
around corner point C. In some cases, the default rotation
around the corner point might be blocked by a wall. Feelers
are placed ahead of the robot, in the direction of default
steering angle δ0. The feeler closest to the wall determines
whether a correction is required. There is a correction and
transition area. The angle between XR and vector ~ac is the
correction steering angle δc.

~ac = ~awd + ~af

~awd = [0, dwd − drw]

dwd = drc + dcor + dtrns

~af = [dpa, 0]

(3)

However, while taking the corner the robot deviates from
its predicted path and the tube cornering method does not give
corrections in time to keep the robot close to this predicted
path. Modifications to the current method are thus needed to
increase the performance of the motion planner.

B. Elliptical tubes

This section explains how the performance while cornering
is increased through the addition of ellipses to the current
method of tube cornering. To correct deviations when corner-
ing faster, an elliptical tube is added to the tube cornering.
The radii of this tube are based on the footprint of the
robot, so it changes accordingly when the robot is carrying
a load. Like the original tube, the elliptical tube includes a
correction and transition zone. By using the elliptical tube
during cornering, the robot receives corrections earlier and
is able to stay closer to the predicted path causing the robot
behaviour to be smoother and more consistent.

dcor dtrans

dfc

dell

�r

δc

C

0

δdes

Figure 5: Tube cornering with an elliptical tube. Corrections
to the steering are received earlier.

In Figure 5 the elliptical tube that is used during tube
cornering is shown. Here δ0 denotes the default steering angle,
which is perpendicular to vector ~r pointing from the pivot
point to the front steering point. δc denotes the correction
steering angle and δdes the desired steering angle based on
Equation 4. dfc denotes the feeler length, dell the distance
to the ellipse, dcor the correction zone width and dtrans the
transition zone width.
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The method used to compute the distance between the feeler
and the elliptical tube is explained further in Appendix VIII-A.
When the feeler is in the transition zone, the steering angle is
computed as in Equation 4.

δdes = (1− β)δ0 + βδc (4)

Where δdes is the desired steering angle, δ0 is the default
steering angle, δc the steering angle when the feeler is in the
correction zone and β ∈ [0, 1] the fraction that the feeler is in
the transition zone.

The radii of the ellipse are based on the footprint of the
robot, such that the ellipse changes automatically when the
load the robot is carrying changes (Figure 6). For a right turn
the radii of the ellipse are computed as follows:

a = robotlength + 2 ∗ (dtrns + dcor)

b = robotwidth + 2 ∗ (dtrns + dcor) + dshift
(5)

Where robotlength is the length of the robot, robotwidth

is the width of the robot, dtrns is the width of the transition
zone, dcor is the width of the correction zone and dshift is the
length that the robot is shifted away from the corner before
taking a turn, which will be explained further in III-C. In the
case that length a is larger than the hallway width, it is set to
be equal to the hallway width to prevent collisions with the
opposite wall.

For left turns, the ellipse radii are chosen to be equal to the
hallway widths of the intersection, such that the robot is able
to drive in the right lane while cornering.

Sharp corners: Similar to normal corners, the elliptical
tubes are also implemented for sharp corners (Figure 7).
During a right turn the tube along wall B is shifted, so that
the distance between the pivot point and the tube is equal to
the distance between the pivot and the ellipse. This causes the
robot to also receive corrections earlier when steering wide
into the next hallway. While taking a sharp corner, there is a
chance for the feeler to be in two transition zones at once.
Just as in the original motion planner, a priority is used.
This priority is as follows: correction B, correction ellipse,
transition B, transition ellipse.

This priority determines in which correction or transition
zone the feelers are. When the feelers are in the correction
zone of the elliptical tube, the tangent of the closest point on
the ellipse is used to compute the correction steering angle,
see Figure 5. If the feelers are in the correction or transition
zone of Wall B, the original cornering method is used.

C. Steering offsets

In the current motion planner the robot first aligns its
rear axis with the pivot point before it starts turning. This
guarantees that the robot will not collide with the inner wall
when taking a corner. However, for left turns it means that the
robot will cut the corner and might cause traffic congestion on
an intersection and for right turns it makes it harder to take
corners at higher velocities. To address this for both turns,
steering offsets are implemented.

C

b

a

C

a

b

Figure 6: Radii of the ellipse for both a left turn and a right
turn. For both directions, these radii allow the robot to stay in
the right lane.

dcor dtrans

dfc

dell

�r

δc

C

0

δdes

Wall A

Wall B

Figure 7: Elliptical tube cornering in a sharp corner. The next
wall is taken into account as well and is shifted inside.
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Left turns: For left turns, a steering offset is used so that the
robot drives onto the intersection before it starts turning. This
way the robot avoids cutting the corner and causes less traffic
congestion on the intersection. When the robot is displaying
assertiveness, this steering offset is not active causing the robot
to start steering when its rear axis is aligned with the pivot.
This causes the corner to be cut and allows the robot to get
through the corner quicker.

Right turns: For right turns, the robot starts turning when
its rear axis is aligned with the pivot. When displaying assert-
iveness, the robot shifts away from the wall it was following
and starts turning before its rear axis is aligned. This allows
the robot to cut the corner and take the corner smoother at
higher velocities. In situations where the robot starts turning
before its axis is aligned with the pivot, a feeler is added on the
back of the robot to measure the distance to the inner wall and
prevent collisions. The steering offset is shown in Figure 8.

C

ddefaultdshift

a

b

dearly

Figure 8: Steering offset for a right turn. This is only enabled
when the displaying of assertive behaviour is enabled to allow
the robot to cut the corner and get through it quicker. For right
turns, radius a remains unchanged, radius b is increased by the
same amount as dshift.

IV. HUMAN ROBOT COOPERATION

The previous chapter discussed adjustments to the motion
planner so that it becomes possible to generate legible, task-
aware robot behaviour. This chapter discusses that behaviour
in more detail. As the behaviour needs to be understood
by people encountering the robot, it is imperative that the
behaviour consists of actions that are intuitive to people. To
make the behaviour intuitive, existing research on human-robot
interaction is used to tune the robot parameters [8], [28] such
as forward velocity and signalling distance. Parameters from
existing research are used to increase the level of comfort for
people encountering the robot.

A. Animation principles
Next to these parameters, techniques also used in animations

are used to design the behaviour of the robot. In animated

movies, to make inanimate objects seem human-like, anima-
tion principles are used [23]. These animation principles were
presented nearly 40 years ago by the Disney Studio [29]. A
paper was later published by Pixar [30] how these animation
principles could be applied to 3D computer animation. These
animation principles help in ’Creating human readable robot
behaviour such that people can figure out what the robot is
doing, predict what the robot will do next and interact with
the robot in an effective way can be done with the help of
animation techniques’ [23].

The animation principles that are most applicable for this
robot platform are (definition for the animation principles is
taken from [30]):
• Timing: Spacing an action to define the weight and size

of objects and the personality of character. Timing is the
speed of an action. It gives meaning to movement. The
speed of an action determines how well the idea behind
the action will read to an audience.

• Anticipation: The preparation for an action. Without it,
many actions are abrupt, stiff and unnatural. Prepare an
audience for the next movement and lead them to expect
it, before it actually occurs. An example can be seen in
Figure 9.

• Arcs: The visual path of action for natural movement.
Arcs are the most economical routes by which a form
can move from one position to another.

• Exaggeration: Accentuating the essence of an idea via
the design and the action. It can work with any component
but not in isolation.

Figure 9: Example of the ‘anticipation’ animation principle for
a cartoon person making a jump.

Research on current state-of-the-art methods for legible
robot navigation has stated that important factors for legible
robot behaviour are that a robot should head straight towards
its goal whenever this is possible, that the robot should produce
consistent trajectories and that additional gestures can increase
the legibility [15]. The motion planner ensures the robot
makes progress towards its goal whenever possible and by
the modifications made to it, its trajectories also became more
consistent. The robot behaviour is generated by combining
the aspects of making progress, consistent paths, animation
principles and parameters for human walking behaviour [8],
[28].

B. Application to motion planner

The animation principles have been taken into account while
designing the robot behaviour. Anticipation is used for the
preparation of manoeuvres the robot is going to perform, for
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example the shift away from the wall before taking a corner
at higher velocities. Timing is used to determine the start of
a manoeuvre. When the robot reaches a set distance from an
obstacle it will start its evasive manoeuvre and a set distance
from the corner it will start its cornering manoeuvre. All
paths the robot takes are designed to be arcs, to avoid sudden
changes in orientation or changes in orientation on the spot.

Displaying assertiveness: The animation principles are
also applied to the robot behaviour to display assertiveness.
Assertiveness is officially defined as ‘having or showing a
confident and forceful personality.’ [31]. This can be achieved
by being proactive and anticipatory, to show being confident.
In terms of the robot this would mean that its behaviour has
to show proactiveness by cooperating with people in avoiding
or resolving navigational conflicts.

As tasks in a hospital can have the need to be performed
in a rush, it is important for the robot to also be able to
do this by for example taking precedence when overtaking
an obstacle. Displaying assertiveness is added to the robot
behaviour through the addition of an extra state. When this
state is active, the following changes to the behaviour are
enabled:
• The robot shifts away from the wall before taking a right

turn (Figure 8).
• The robot starts steering earlier when taking a corner by

the implementation of steering offsets.
• The desired forward velocity while cornering is reduced

to 1.1 m/s instead of 0.7 m/s.
• The velocity while overtaking is kept the same as while

cruising.
• No deferring manoeuvre is made when the path is com-

pletely blocked, as it is expected that the right of way
will be given to the robot.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Hypotheses

By showing intent the robot will be rated as more intuitive
by the people interacting with it. Showing intent is done by
either deferring to an oncoming person when overtaking an
obstacle or keeping a constant velocity to try and take the
right of way. By keeping a constant velocity before overtaking
obstacles and by taking corners at higher velocities, the robot
tries to display assertiveness. This makes it possible for the
robot to become more proactive in resolving navigational
conflicts.
• When the velocity of the robot is kept at 1.5 m/s while

overtaking an obstacle and when the robot’s path shows
the intent to pass first by starting the evasive manoeuvre
(moving to the left lane) far (6.0 m) in advance people
will recognize the robot’s right of way.

• People will rate the robot as more intuitive, with respect
to the null condition.

• When the robot stays in the right lane and lowers its
velocity to 0.5 m/s people will recognize that the robot
is giving them the right of way.

B. Virtual experiments

The hypotheses are tested with three experiment conditions,
shown in Figure 10. The null condition is based on the
behaviour that the motion planner showed before the proposed
changes were made. The other conditions follow from the
modifications to the motion planner. The robot that is used
in the virtual environment is based on the RoPod platform
[5], which will be used for physical experiments.

Figure 10: Experiment conditions.

The environment for the virtual experiments is set up
in rviz, with a C++ implementation of the motion planner.
The environment is designed to look similar to a hospital
scenario (Figure 11). The scenario for the experiment is that
of a partially blocked hallway and dealing with social rules
regarding giving priority. Each participant will see a video of a
first-person view walking around in a partially blocked hallway
such that users can get acquainted with the environment.
Following this, participants get to see the same first-person
view again but they now encounter a robot. Two versions of the
experiment exist for each condition. One where the video stops
after the robot has just appeared around the corner and one
where the robot is standing just before the obstacle blocking
the hallway. Each video will only be shown once, as there
is no repetition of experiences in real-life. This is supported
by [23]. A set of questions will follow each video to record
the response of the user. The list of questions is added in
Appendix VIII-B. Participants that saw the short version of
the video will be shown the second part after the questions
have been answered, after which they are again asked if they
would give or take priority.1

Figure 11: Environment for the virtual experiments.

1Videos of the virtual experiments are available at: ht-
tps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOl3A0qPxczjtY4ZmmA0JNQ
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C. Physical experiments

To compare the results of the virtual experiments with a real
life scenario, the same conditions were also tested in a physical
setup. Participants were asked to walk through a hallway in
which they would encounter an obstacle. They were told that
they would encounter a robot somewhere along the way. The
robot would either defer to them, or try to take the right of
way. The reaction of participants to the robot was observed to
see if they would give the robot the right of way or if they
would try to take the right of way themselves. Afterwards,
they were asked to fill in a short survey with questions similar
to those in the virtual experiments.

VI. RESULTS

To validate modifications made to the motion planner,
simulations are performed with a C++ implementation. Fur-
thermore, virtual and physical experiments are performed to
validate the social robot behaviour also with a C++ implement-
ation of the motion planner. Visualisation of the results is done
with MATLAB and rviz. Physical experiments are performed
with the RoPod platform [5].

A. Elliptical tubes

The elliptical tubes that were implemented in the motion
planner to allow cornering at higher velocities are tested
against the original method of cornering to compare the
performance of both methods. Both a left and right turn were
compared with the original tube cornering, in simulation and
on the physical robot. These are compared at a cornering
velocity of 0.7 m/s and at 1.05 m/s in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Path of the robot in simulation and experiment for
a desired cornering velocity of 0.7 m/s.

The original cornering method immediately goes into cor-
rection steering, as the feelers appear in the correction zone
upon entering the intersection. This causes a sudden, large
change in desired steering angle, also reducing the forward
velocity of the robot (Equation 1). As can be seen in Figure 12,

the robot turns on the spot for the original method instead of
turning while having a forward velocity. The feeler size while
cornering for the original method was equal to 1.5 m. The
new elliptical based method uses a shorter feeler size (0.5 m)
and receives smaller corrections from the elliptical tube while
cornering, allowing for a smoother path around the corner. For
both situations, the simulation and experiment show paths that
are similar. As the steering is saturated, harder corrections are
not possible. The velocity profile of both methods is shown
in Figure 13. Here, the method using the elliptical tubes is
able to complete the path faster with a shorter feeler size. The
difference between the simulations and experiments is mainly
caused by localisation noise and other disturbances during the
experiments.

Figure 13: Angular and linear velocity profile of the robot in
simulation and experiment for a desired cornering velocity of
0.7 m/s.

To more clearly show the difference in velocity profiles
between the original and the improved method, the data is
split up for the left and right corner and re-aligned such that
the cornering manoeuvre starts at the same time (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Angular and linear velocity profile of the robot
in simulation and experiment for a left and right turn with a
desired cornering velocity of 0.7 m/s.

For a left turn, the velocity profiles look very similar in
simulation and experiment. As the steering is saturated during
the turn, the elliptical method cannot correct the steering more
than it is already being applied. A difference can be seen in
the velocity profile of the right turn. As the feeler size was set
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to 1.5 m for the original method, maximum correction was
applied once the robot entered the intersection. This causes
the predictions to collide with the walls, leading to a scaled
down velocity in turn causing the cornering manoeuvre to take
longer. The elliptical method receives the maximum correction
to its steering angle when the robot has proceeded onto the
intersection further, also causing a lower forward velocity
but its predictions no longer collide with the wall causing
the manoeuvre to take less time to complete. Simulations
and experiments have been done for various configurations
of which the results are shown in Appendix VIII-C.

The travelled path and velocity profile are also shown for
the desired cornering velocity of 1.05 m/s (Figure 15), where
again the original method was compared to the elliptical tubes.

Figure 15: Path of the robot in simulation and experiment for
higher cornering velocities for a desired cornering velocity of
1.05 m/s.

Again, the feeler size for the original method was set to
1.5 m which causes the feeler to enter the correction zone
as soon as the robot enters the intersection causing a sudden,
large change in the desired steering angle. This also reduces
the forward velocity of the robot, causing the robot to turn on
the spot instead of turning while driving. The feeler size for the
elliptical based method is again set to (0.5 m), again allowing
the robot to have a smoother path around the corner. During the
experiment, the robot is more affected by the disturbances and
delays between velocity commands than in the simulations,
causing a difference in the path travelled during simulation and
in the experiment. Tuning the feeler size and steering offset to
compensate for the disturbances and delays, similar paths can
be achieved. The results of this tuning are shown in Appendix
VIII-C. The difference between the experiment and simulation
can also clearly be seen in the velocity profile (Figure 16),
where the forward velocity during the right corner is lower in
the experiment.

Figure 16: Angular and linear velocity profile of the robot in
simulation and experiment for a desired cornering velocity of
1.05 m/s.

This velocity profile is also split up for the two corners
and the data is re-aligned to more clearly show the difference
between the original and the improved method (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Angular and linear velocity profile of the robot in
simulation and experiment for a left and right turn desired
cornering velocity of 1.05 m/s.

The left turn for both methods looks similar, as the steering
is saturated and harder corrections can thus not be applied
by the elliptical method. For the right turn, the original
method again immediately applies maximum correction upon
the robot entering the intersection causing the predictions to
collide with the wall and thus scaling the velocity down. The
elliptical method first steers the robot away from the wall it
was following and then applies the steering needed for the
cornering manoeuvre. For the right turn, the elliptical method
completes the cornering manoeuvre quicker than the original
method with a feeler size of 1.5 m. Different configurations
were tested to compare both methods of which the results are
shown in Appendix VIII-C. All configurations of the elliptical
method were able to successfully complete the cornering
manoeuvre for the higher desired cornering velocity, whilst
the original method was not able to do this for the shortest
tested feeler size. Appendix VIII-C also shows simulations
that compare both methods on wider intersections, where the
difference between the two cornering methods is more clearly
visible.
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B. Virtual experiments

A total of 71 participants was recruited for the virtual
experiments, which were randomly distributed over the six
conditions. The paths that were travelled by the robot in the
virtual experiment are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Paths travelled by the robot in the virtual exper-
iments. The black rectangle is the obstacle used to partially
block the hallway.

After seeing the videos in the experiment, participants were
asked if they would give priority to the robot or take priority
themselves of which the results are shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Participant rating for giving priority to the robot or
taking priority themselves represented in a box plot.

A clear difference can be seen between the condition where
the robot is trying to display assertiveness and where the robot
is deferring to the oncoming person. When the robot displays
assertiveness, most participants choose to give priority to the
robot whereas when the robot defers most people choose to
take priority. This shows an improvement over the original
behaviour, where participants are unsure about giving or taking
priority. Participants that only saw the robot appear around the
corner are also unsure about giving or taking priority. After
seeing the rest of the video they were again asked if they
would give priority to the robot or take priority themselves

(Figure 20). When seeing the rest of the video where the
robot comes up to the obstacle, participants become more sure
about their answers. For the condition where the robot tries to
display assertiveness participants are willing to give priority
to the robot and for the condition where the robot defers to
them they are more likely to take priority. For the original
behaviour participants remain unsure. The spread in answers
for the deferring condition comes from safety issues, where
some participants expressed their concerns thinking the robot
might not see them and would collide with them if they would
take priority.

Figure 20: Participant rating for giving priority to the robot or
taking priority themselves after seeing the rest of the video.
Results are presented in a box plot.

Participants were also asked to guess the intention of the
robot. These answers were categorized in a correct or incorrect
guess (Figure 21). Most participants were general in their
answers, saying the robot was trying to reach a predetermined
goal point or trying to avoid the obstacle on its path. Some
were more specific, recognizing that the robot was trying to
take or give priority. Others completely misunderstood the
robots intention, thinking it was cleaning or searching for the
right room. The general answers might be due to the nature
of the question, and that it was not fully understood by people
or by the robot only having basic capabilities to express intent
as all communication had to be through its movement.

Figure 21: Participant guesses as to what the intention of the
robot was.
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Lastly, participants were asked to judge the robot on safety.
Results of this question can be seen in Figure 22. What is
interesting to see is that the deferring and original behaviour of
the robot as judged safer than average. The assertive behaviour
is rated average on safety. This shows there is still much to
gain in robot behaviour, as society wants robots to blend in
with humans but they also judge the robot as more unsafe
when it does show behaviour more similar to people. The
lower safety rating mostly has to do with the low profile of
the robot platform and the uncertainty if the robot has actually
seen people and if it will stop for them. This could be improved
by changes to the robot design to make it more visible and
by adding additional methods of communication to signal or
acknowledge having seen an oncoming person.

Figure 22: Safety rating for the robot as rated by the parti-
cipants presented in a box plot.

C. Physical experiments

For the physical experiments, a total of ten participants
was recruited. The participants were equally divided over the
assertive and deferring condition. The same situation as in the
virtual experiments was created, that of a partially blocked
hallway in which the robot and participant would travel in
opposite direction. The travelled path of the robot is shown in
Figure 23, the obstacle in the hallway is marked in red 2.

The response of the participants when encountering the
robot was observed and was classified into taking or giving
priority (Figure 24).

When the robot deferred to the oncoming participant, all
participants took priority. When trying to display assertiveness,
most participants gave priority to the robot. The results are
shown in Figure 24. When participants stopped in their tracks
to see the response of the robot it would drive up to them and
come to a complete stop approximately 0.5 to 1 m in front
of the participant for safety reasons. Some of the participants
mentioned that if the robot wanted to take priority it should
keep driving towards them to give off a better signal of wanting
to take priority. In the two cases where the participant did not
give priority to the robot when the robot was trying to display
assertiveness, it was because the robot drove closer to the wall
and there was enough room for both to pass the obstacle at

2Videos of the physical experiments are available at: ht-
tps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOl3A0qPxczjtY4ZmmA0JNQ

Figure 23: Travelled path of the robot during the physical
experiment. The obstacle placed in the hallway is marked in
red.

Figure 24: Reaction of participants when encountering the
robot.

the same time. Again, participants were asked to rate the robot
on safety, of which the results are shown in Figure 22 labeled
as ‘experiment assertive’ and ‘experiment deferring’. For the
assertive condition safety ratings are higher in the physical
experiments and equally as high as for the deferring condition.
This might be caused by participants clearly seeing the robot
slow down for them when needed. This might have been harder
to see in the virtual experiments. The participant rating for the
priority of the robot task and if the robot was in a hurry is
shown in Appendix VIII-D. Participants rate the robot as being
more in a hurry for the assertive condition, but the rating for
the robot having priority is higher for the deferring condition.
This is not as expected, as the robot intentionally steers behind
the obstacle in the deferring condition to give priority to
the oncoming participant. As the physical experiments were
only performed with five participants per condition, the spread
in answers is large. Performing the experiments with more
participants would make it possible to draw better conclusions
as to why they think the robot’s task does not have a high
priority.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A. Discussion

The new method for cornering has been validated in simu-
lation and in experiments, as can be seen in Figure 12. With
the new method, the motion planner is able to navigate a
robot through corners at higher velocities and with smoother
paths. The new method causes the robot to be corrected earlier
when deviating from its predicted path in corners. The actual
robot movement still deviates from the predictions made by
the motion planner. This is most likely caused by delays in
the execution of velocity commands or by the assumption
of a perfect kinematic model in the software where there
are disturbances present in the actual robot. To reduce these
delays, the software architecture might need to change but
this change was not performed due to time constraints of the
project. The deviations caused by disturbances present in the
actual robot can be counteracted by improving the kinematic
model or by changing to a dynamic model.

The changes to the robot behaviour have been validated
in simulation and in experiments. During simulation, the
behaviour of the robot was more consistent than during the
experiments. This is most likely due to localisation noise and
parameter settings regarding safety that were conservative. The
robot behaviour is demonstrated in simulations and experi-
ments. Through the addition of the new robot behaviour, the
robot is able to more clearly indicate its intentions. As the
robot would always come to a complete stop, even when trying
to display assertiveness, when it drove too close to an obstacle
or person this behaviour was sometimes misinterpreted by the
participants.

B. Conclusion

This thesis proposed modifications to an existing motion
planner. These modifications changed the method of cornering
for the motion planner to incorporate elliptical tubes. This al-
lows for earlier corrections when deviations from the expected
path occur and also allows to take corners at higher velocities.
The modifications to the motion planner allow for the display
of task-aware, situation specific behaviour. Situations where
the robot tries to display assertiveness and take the right of
way have been tested in simulation and experiments as well
as situations where the robot defers to oncoming persons.
In both situations, the priority ratings by the participants
were as expected but not perfect. The behaviour of the robot
was misinterpreted in some cases, causing participants of the
experiments to take priority when the robot was trying to take
it. Overall, improvements have been made in communication
through the robot behaviour but results from the survey show
it can be further improved. An observation made from the
results is that when the robot is trying to display assertiveness
the safety rating of the robot is lower than for the deferring
or original situation. Participants of the experiments indicated
mostly that this is because of the low profile of the robot and
the uncertainty if the robot has seen the person. This can most
likely only be addressed by changing the design of the robot.

C. Future work

Changes to the motion planner are proposed and implemen-
ted, making it possible to display legible robot behaviour. This
section discusses possible future work that can improve the
performance of the motion planner or increase the readability
of the robot behaviour.

1) Use predictions to pre-compute steering actions: Only the
first prediction is executed at each time step. Increasing
the horizon of predictions that are used, similar to a
Model Predictive Control approach, could reduce the
delay in steering actions further improving the perform-
ance of the motion planner.

2) Differentiate between obstacles and persons: Recognizing
persons can help in choosing the right behaviour for each
situation. When encountering persons different paramet-
ers for overtaking, such as passing distance and passing
velocity could be used compared to overtaking obstacles.

3) Improve safety rating of the robot: While the robot can
safely navigate through environments where it encounters
people, as precautions for this are taken in the software,
not everyone encountering the robot understands this.
This comes mainly from a lack of acknowledgement by
the robot when encountering an obstacle and recognizing
it as an obstacle. Improvements can be made by for
example adding extra means of communication such as
sounds or lights or by changing the design of the robot
to make extra movements possible.

4) Improve communication through motion behaviour: A
start has been made on communication through the robot
motion behaviour. However, state transitions are sudden
and this behaviour is basic. Improvements to state trans-
itions, so that the robot drives to the side quicker when
deferring or keeps slowly driving up to people when
trying to display assertiveness to ’push’ them out of the
way can improve this communication even further.
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VIII. APPENDIX

A. Distance to ellipse

With the original tube, the problem of finding the distance
from the feeler to the wall could simply be solved by com-
puting the distance between a point and a line. Computing
the distance between a point and an ellipse is not as trivial.
It is computed by solving a quartic equation, as a circle can
intersect an ellipse at most four times (Figure 25a).

(a) Maximum amount of intersection points.

(b) Circle with single intersection with ellipse.

Figure 25: Sub-optimal and optimal solution to finding the
distance from a point to an ellipse

To solve the problem, the circle that intersects the ellipse
only once needs to be found (Figure 25b). However, instead
of solving a quartic equation an iterative method is used as it
is easier to implement. An example of such an iteration goes
as follows (Figure 26a):
• Choose a point a on the ellipse
• Compute the distance r between a and p
• Find the other intersection b of the circle with center p

and radius r with the ellipse
• Set a′ as the midpoint of a and b
• Return to step 2
This results in a quartic equation with 4 roots, which can

be reduced to a cubic because the initial guess a is a solution.
An additional quadratic equation then has to be solved to find
a′.

An alternative, simpler computation to solve this problem
is to locally approximate the ellipse as a circle (Figure 26b)
[32]. Consider the previous algorithm when the ellipse is a
circle. a′ then lies on the line between c and p and it can be
seen that a′ is optimal.

As a smooth curve, every point on the ellipse has a
perpendicular normal. Additionally, every point has a radius of
curvature, where a tighter curve will result in a smaller radius
of curvature, while a shallow curve will result in a larger radius
of curvature. The centre of the curvature point e on the ellipse
is the center of the circle with radius equal to the radius of
curvature and perpendicular to the ellipse at e. Thus, it is the

(a) Initial guess for distance from point to ellipse.

(b) Ellipse approximated as a circle.

Figure 26: Initial guess and approximation.

centre of the circle that locally approximates the ellipse at e.
The centre of curvatures can be plotted to form the evolute of
the ellipse (Figure 27a) [33], [34].

These curves are defined mathematically, in a parametric
definition to avoid infinities about the vertices. The standard
definition for an ellipse is used.

x = a ∗ cos(t)
y = b ∗ sin(t)

(6)

And the ellipse evolute is described by the following para-
metric form.

evx =
a2 − b2

a
∗ cos3(t)

evy =
b2 − a2

b
∗ sin3(t)

(7)

This is useful for approximating the ellipse as a circle, since
we know the centre of curvature for any t. It was stated before
that when the ellipse is a circle, a′ lies on the line between
the circle centre c and p. This claim is modified slightly, to
state that a′ lies on the line between the centre of curvature c
and p (Figure 27b). This is not as exact as the original, but the
closer we get to the optimal a′, the better the approximation
becomes.
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(a) Evolute of the ellipse.

(b) Centre of curvature at current estimate.

Figure 27: The evolute of an ellipse and using the evolute with
a circular approximation.

This makes it a simpler problem, however it still requires
solving a quadratic. From the previous figure, define two
vectors r and q. r is the radius of curvature and q intersects
the ellipse where we would like the radius of curvature to
have been (Figure 28). The arc length between a and a′ can
be computed as the angle between r and q times the radius of
curvature.

sin(
∆c

|r|
=
r x q

|r||q|
(8)

Additionally, since ∆c is small, it can be further approxim-
ated by dropping the sine. The following step is to know how
much to vary t to achieve the same arc length delta on the
ellipse.

Figure 28: Computing ∆c.

dx

dt
= −a ∗ sin(t)

dy

dt
= b ∗ cos(t)

dc

dt
=

√
dx

dt

2

+
dy

dt

2

∆c

∆t
=

√
a2 ∗ sin2(t) + b2 ∗ cos2(t)

∆t ≈ ∆c√
a2 ∗ sin2(t) + b2 ∗ cos2(t)

∆t ≈ ∆c√
a2 − a2 ∗ cos2(t) + b2 − b2 ∗ sin2(t)

∆t ≈ ∆c√
a2 + b2 − x2 − y2

a′x = a ∗ cos(t+ ∆t)

a′y = a ∗ sin(t+ ∆t)

(9)

B. Survey questions

The survey questions asked to the participants of the virtual
experiments are listed here. Questions that have two options
given needed to be answered on a scale of 1 to 7. Questions
without options were open questions.

1.1 Describe what you think the robot’s intention is (what do
you think the robot is trying to do here):

1.2 How sure are you about your answer for question 1.1?
Unsure - Sure

1.3 How would you respond to the robot in this situation?
1.4 Can you judge how much rush the robot is in this

situation?
No rush - Extremely rushed

1.5 Can you judge how high the priority of the robot’s task
is?
Low priority - High priority

1.6 Can you describe what about the robot makes you think
this (as indicated by question 1.4 & 1.5)?
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1.7 Given this situation, would you take priority or give
priority to the robot?
Take priority - Give priority

1.8 What about the robot makes you give or take priority (as
answered in 1.7)?

The following question was only asked to participants that
got to see the video in two parts as it is a repetition of questions
1.7.

2.1 Given this situation, would you take priority or give
priority to the robot?
Take priority - Give priority

3 Can you judge the robot on the following points?
Unattractive - Attractive
Dull - Lively
Stupid - Intelligent
Incapable - Skillful
Submissive - Dominant
Unsafe - Safe
Distant - Friendly
Inefficient - Efficient
Rude - Attentive

4.1 How suited do you think this robot is for its function and
why?

4.2 Can you judge the robot on the following points?
Functional - Social
Product - Entity

5.1 Are you male or female?
5.2 What is your age?
5.3 What is your highest education?
5.4 Do you have any tips, feedback or other comments?

Participants of the physical experiments were asked the
same questions, with the exception of question 1.3, 1.7 and
1.8.

C. Elliptical tube results

For the desired cornering velocity of 0.7 m/s several
configurations of feeler size were tested for the original and
elliptical method.

Firstly, the original method with a feeler size of 1.0 m
was compared to the elliptical method with a feeler size
of 0.5 m (Figure 29). In simulation this configuration also
causes the predictions to collide with the wall at the start of
the manoeuvre which leads to a scaled down velocity. The
experiment gives similar results to the elliptical method with
a feeler size of 0.5 m. Although the elliptical method cannot
give harder corrections because of the steering saturation,
it does show more consistency between the simulations and
experiments.
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Figure 29: Path travelled by the robot for a configuration with
a feeler size of 1.0 m for the original method and 0.5 m for
the elliptical method

Reducing the feeler size of the original method to 0.5 m
such that is equal to the elliptical method gives similar results
for the simulation, but causes the robot to collide with the
opposite wall in the experiment (Figure 30). Again this shows
inconsistency between the simulation and experiment for the
original method, where the simulation is able to get the robot
through the corner successfully for this feeler size in contrast
to the experiment.
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Figure 30: Path travelled by the robot for a configuration with
a feeler size of 0.5 m for the original method and 0.5 m for
the elliptical method

Increasing the feeler size for the elliptical method to 1.5 m
(Figure 31), causes the feelers to end up in the correction
zone of the wall when the robot enters the intersection. This
causes the predictions to collide with the inner wall, like in the
original method and thus the motion planner scales the velocity
down. Because in the experiment the robot is more affected by
the disturbances and the delay, the increased feeler size causes
a smoother path with less deviation in the experiment.
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Figure 31: Path travelled by the robot for a configuration with
a feeler size of 1.0 m for the original method and 1.5 m for
the elliptical method

Comparing two configurations (feeler size of 0.5 m and
1.0 m of the elliptical steering does not show any difference,
as the steering is saturated during the cornering (Figure 32).
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Figure 32: Comparison of two configurations for the elliptical
method.

Similar comparisons are done for the cornering at higher
velocities. Firstly, a comparison is done in which the steering
offset and feeler size have been changed in the experiment of
the elliptical method, to compensate for the disturbances and
delays (Figure 33). When the feeler size in the experiment
is increased to 1.0 m and the steering offset is increased to
0.75 m from 0.5 m, it gives similar results to the simulation
with a feeler size of 0.5 m.
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Figure 33: Compensation of for the disturbances and delays
in the elliptical method.

Reducing the feeler size of the original method to 1.0 m
also gets the robot through the corner successfully at the
higher velocity, albeit with a deviation from the simulation
(Figure 34).
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Figure 34: Comparison of the original method with a reduced
feeler size to the elliptical method that has been compensated
for the disturbances and delays.

As both methods get the robot around the corner success-
fully, the velocity profiles are compared as well (Figure 35).

Here it can be seen that the elliptical method is able to
complete the manoeuvres and the whole path faster than
the original method. Although both methods get the robot
around the corner successfully, the elliptical method is still
an improvement time-wise. Reducing the feeler size for the
original method further to 0.5 m causes the robot to collide
with the opposite wall in the experiment.
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Figure 35: Comparison of the original method with a reduced
feeler size to the elliptical method that has been compensated
for the disturbances and delays.

All the above configurations were tested on relatively small
intersections, causing the feelers for both methods to end
up in the correction zone of the opposite wall. Testing with
a wider intersection has been done in simulation, in which
the difference between the two methods can be seen better
(Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Position of the robot in a wider hallway, comparing
the original and elliptical cornering method.

Here it can clearly be seen that the elliptical cornering
method is able to correct the robot earlier and thus keep it
closer to its predicted path. Looking at the velocity profile of
both methods (Figure 37), it can be seen that they are exactly
the same in the hallway before the corner. During the corner,
the forward velocity of the elliptical method is lowered further
as it receives its steering corrections earlier. Because the
steering corrections are received earlier, the elliptical method
is able to complete its cornering manoeuvre quicker.
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Figure 37: Velocity profile of the original and elliptical cor-
nering method on a wider intersection.

The wider intersection was also tested in simulation for the
higher desired cornering velocity. Again, the elliptical method
is able to correct earlier and thus deviate less from its predicted
position (Figure 38).
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Figure 38: Position of the robot in a wider hallway, comparing
the original and elliptical cornering method for a desired
cornering velocity of 1.05 m/s

The velocity profile (Figure 39) shows the same drop in
forward velocity as for the lower desired cornering velocity be-
cause the steering corrections are received earlier. This causes
the elliptical method to complete the cornering manoeuvre
quicker.
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Figure 39: Velocity profile of the original and elliptical cor-
nering method on a wider intersection, for a desired cornering
velocity of 1.05 m/s
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D. Virtual and physical experiments

The participant rating of the hurriedness of the robot beha-
viour and the priority of the robot task are shown in Figure 40
and Figure 41 respectively. The priority of the robot task
is rated higher for the deferring condition in the physical
experiments. The main reason for this is that participants saw
the robot slow down for them during the assertive condition if
they did not move out of the way far enough. In their responses
they mentioned that they would have rated the priority higher
if the robot would have kept moving towards them slowly.
The participants do rate the behaviour of the robot as more
hurried for the assertive condition, because of the velocity it
had while avoiding the obstacle and the path it chose to drive.
Most participants did recognize that the robot was giving them
priority in the deferring condition when it was manoeuvring
itself behind the obstacle to create space in the hallway, thus
leading to a lower hurried rating.

Figure 40: Participant rating on the hurriedness of the robot
behaviour.

Figure 41: Participant rating on the priority of the robot task.
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